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A B S T R A C T
T h is thesis  tre a ts  th e  q u estio n  of con tro l of flexib le d y n am ica l sy stem s for space 
ap p lica tio n s . T w o e las tic  d y n am ica l sy stem s a re  considered . T h e  first is an  elas­
tic  m u ltib o d y  sy stem  developed  in  P h illip s L ab o ra to ry , E d w ard s A ir Force B ase, 
C alifornia. T h e  second system s belongs to  th e  class of e las tic  sp acecra ft sy s tem s 
(sp acec ra ft-b eam -tip  bo d y  configuration).
T h e  m u ltib o d y  sy stem  developed  in  P h illip s  L ab o ra to ry , E d w ard s A ir Force B ase, 
CA consists of tw o e lastic  links a c tu a te d  by  e lec tr ic  m o to rs  a t  th e  jo in ts  an d  ro ta te  
on a  sm o o th  h o rizo n ta l g ran ite  tab le . A n a ir  b ea rin g  is used , w hich allows th e  w hole 
sy stem  to  float on th e  a ir so th a t  th e  fric tio n a l forces do n o t ex ist betw een  th e  su p ­
p o rt p la te  an d  th e  g ran ite  tab le . T h e  con tro lled  o u tp u t  is ju d ic io u sly  chosen such  
th a t  th e  zero d ynam ics a re  s tab le  o r a lm o st s tab le . For th e  co n tro l of th e  en d  p o in t, 
tw o k inds of p a ram e te riz a tio n s  of end  effector p o s itio n  are  considered . A v ariab le  
s tru c tu re  co n tro l (V SC ) law is derived  for th e  en d  p o in t tra je c to ry  con tro l of each  
chosen o u tp u t.  S ta b ility  of zero d y n am ics  asso c ia ted  w ith  en d  p o in t con tro l is e x a m ­
ined. A lth o u g h , th e  V SC law accom plishes p recise  en d  p o in t track in g , e las tic  m odes 
a re  ex c ited  d u rin g  th e  m an eu v er of th e  a rm . A lin ear s tab iliz e r is designed  for th e  
final c a p tu re  of th e  te rm in a l s ta te .
T h e  second flexible sy s tem  considered  in th is  thesis is th e  e las tic  space vehicle. For 
th e  a t t i tu d e  con tro l an d  v ib ra tio n  s tab iliz a tio n  of th e  e la s tic  space c raft (spacecraft- 
b e a m -tip  bo d y  co n fig u ra tio n ), S ingu lar P e r tu rb a tio n  tech n iq u e  is used . B ased  on 
n o n lin ear inversion , a  co n tro l law  is derived  to  decoup le th e  a t t i tu d e  angle a n d  th e  
d o m in an t flexible m odes from  th e  rem a in in g  e lastic  m o d es. T h e  inverse co n tro l law 
decom poses th e  sp acecra ft d y n am ics  in to  a  slow an d  a  fa s t su b sy s tem . B ased  on 
sin g u lar p e r tu rb a tio n  th eo ry , con tro lle rs  a re  designed for each  low er-order su b sy stem . 
T h en  a  co m p o site  s ta te  feedback  con tro l is o b ta in ed  by  co m bin ing  th e  slow a n d  th e  
fa st con tro l laws.
S im u la tio n  re su lts  a re  p re se n te d  in  b o th  cases to  show  th a t  th e  co n tro l sy s tem  ac­
com plishes th e  tra je c to ry  tra c k in g  an d  v ib ra tio n  d am p in g  in  th e  closed-loop sy stem .
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C h ap ter  1
INTRODUCTION
Design of flexible dynam ical systems is of current interest of m any researchers. Such dy­
nam ical systems are energy efficient. The control of this class of system s is complicated 
because of the interaction of rigid and flexible modes.
The two systems considered in this thesis belong to  the class of flexible systems. The 
first is the elastic m ultibody system developed in Phillips Laboratory , Edwards Air Force 
Base, CA. This system  consists of two elastic links and two revolute joints. The second 
system  considered is the flexible spacecraft (orbiter)-beam -tip body (an tenna or a reflector) 
configuration. Both these systems are used in space applications. T he structu re  of the 
m athem atical model of these two systems is some what similar. T he nonlinearity and large 
dimension due to  the presence of flexible modes in these system s create difficulty in the 
design of the control law.
In the Phillips Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base, CA, a  m ultibody system  has been
1
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set up for the study of dynamics and control-structure interaction. This project is called 
the P lanar A rticulating Controls Experim ent (PACE). The system  has two elastic links and 
two revolute joints. The arm  ro ta tes in the horizontal plane on a  sm ooth granite table. An 
air bearing is used, which allows the whole system  to float on air so th a t the  friction forces 
do not exist between the support p late  and the granite table. W hen the  arm  is maneuvered, 
bo th  the links undergo elastic deform ation. T he design of controllers for the systems be­
longing to  this class is complicated because of the  nonlinearity in the  equations of m otion 
and the presence of uncertainty in the  system .
Recently some theoretical and experim ental related to  end point control have been done 
[1-11]. In these papers, inverse control system s [1-4, 8-10] and variable structu re  systems 
[11,12,13] have been designed. Variable stru c tu re  control system  is relatively insensitive 
to  large param eter variations, bu t the  control law is a discontinuous function of the s ta te  
variables. The variable s tructu re  controller design of R e f.ll considers param eterized ou tpu t 
vector of end points of each link. However, it is desirable to  design controller so th a t  the 
end effector of the m ultibody system  can be directly controlled.
This research is related to  end point tra jec to ry  control of the  m ultibody system. For the 
tra jecto ry  control, a control law based on variable structu re  system  (VSC) theory [12,13] is 
derived. It turns out th a t the zero dynam ics corresponding to  the  endpoint control in the 
closed-loop system is unstable [11]. Instability  of the zero dynam ics is avoided by choos­
ing the coordinates of a  point in the neighborhood of the tip  position of controlled ou tpu t 
variables. Such a choice of controlled ou tpu ts  is not unique. We have m ade two parame-
3
terizations of the controlled o u tpu t in this study. The first param eterization of the  o u tp u t 
vector defines the angular position of the end effector directly and thus differs from th a t 
of R e f .ll. However, the second param eterization which is similar to R ef.ll is also trea ted  
for comparison. Each param eterization of the o u tp u t leads to  a  different control law for 
the tra jecto ry  control. Using the VSC law, tip  tra jec to ry  is accurately tracked. However, 
this excites the elastic modes of the  links. Based on a linearized system  about the term inal 
equilibrium point, a stabilizer is designed using pole assignm ent technique. Sim ulation re­
sults are presented to  show th a t in the closed-loop system , precise trajectory  tracking and 
vibration dam ping are accomplished in spite of payload uncertainty.
The second system  considered in this thesis (i.e the elastic spacecraft) belongs to  the 
class of large, flexible space vehicles. An im p o rtan t class of shuttle deployed payloads 
consists of cantilevered beam-like structures w ith massive tip bodies. Presently, there  is 
considerable interest in the  problem  of stability and control of such flexible space vehicles. 
Large angle ro ta tional m aneuver of spacecraft induces s tru c tu ra l deform ation in the  flex­
ible appendages. Dynamical models of space vehicles are nonlinear and include the  rigid 
and flexible mode in teraction . The large dimension and nonlinearity in the system  create 
difficulty in the  design of control systems for ro ta tional m aneuver of spacecraft.
In the recent years, several studies related to  control of flexible space vehicles have been 
done and linear and nonlinear control systems have been designed [18-32]. An excellent 
survey of research in this area has been published in [33] which provides a good source of 
references. O ptim al controller for flexible spacecraft has been designed in [18]. T im e optim al
4
slewing of linear and nonlinear flexible spacecraft has been trea ted  in [19,20], and bang-bang 
rest-to-rest m aneuver of linear models has been considered in [21,22]. Near-minimum time 
single axis slewing of flexible vehicle has been trea ted  in [23,24]. A pertu rbation  m ethod 
has been used to  ob tain  a feedback controller in [25]. Lyapunov stability  theory has been 
used to  design controllers for the m aneuver and vibration control of space vehicles in [26,27]. 
Controllers based on inversion [16] and feedback stabilization have been derived [28,29] and 
adaptive control of flexible spacecraft has also been considered [30]. Sliding mode control 
theory has been used in [31,32] to derive robust discontinuous controllers for the control of 
flexible vehicles.
In these papers, controller design is based on the  com plete large order model of the  space 
vehicle. It is well known th a t the dynamics of flexible system s such as elastic space vehicles 
and light-weight robotic m anipulators include the  in teraction of the slow rigid modes and 
the high frequency, fast elastic modes. The presence of slow and fast variables in the  sys­
tem ’s dynam ics leads to  numerically ill-conditioned control problems. Such systems belong 
to the class of singularly perturbed systems for which singular pertu rbation  control theory  
[34-37] gives elegant synthesis techniques for controller design. An interesting feature of 
singular pertu rba tion  technique is th a t it decomposes the  original design problem in to  a 
slow subproblem  and a  fast subproblem related to  a  reduced order slow subsystem  and  a 
lower order fast boundary layer subsystem , respectively for which the  design is done rela­
tively easily. Recently, a  singular pertu rbation  technique has been used for the control of 
elastic robots [38,39]. Since flexible space vehicles include slow and fast s ta te  variables, it 
will be of in terest to  explore the applicability of the singular pertu rbation  m ethodology for
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the design of the controllers for the  a ttitu d e  control.
In this thesis, we consider ro ta tional m aneuver of an elastic spacecraft (orbiter-team -tip  
body configuration) shown in F ig.2. A lthough, the approach of this paper is applicable to 
three axis m aneuvers, for simplicity, only single axis control of the pitch angle is considered. 
The spacecraft is controlled by a torquer on the orbiter and a  to rquer and a  force ac tua to r 
on the tip body. W hen the spacecraft is m aneuvered, the beam  connecting the orbiter and 
the end body experiences s tru c tu ra l deform ation. The problem  of in terest here is to  control 
the orientation and to  dam p the transverse vibration of the  beam .
For the derivation of control system  for large pitch angle ro ta tional m aneuver and vibra­
tion suppression of the spacecraft nonlinear inversion and singular pertu rbation  technique 
is used, An inverse control law was derived to  decompose the  spacecraft dynamics into a 
slow subsystem  and a  fast subsystem . Based on singular pertu rba tion  theory, controllers 
are designed for each lower-order subsystem . T he derivation of the com plete control system 
is in the spirit of [39] where a sim ilar approach has been used for controlling elastic robotic 
arm . Simulation results are presented to  show th a t the com posite control system  accom­
plishes large angle ro ta tional m aneuver and vibration suppression in the closed loop system.
The organization of this thesis is as follows: The m athem atical model of the two flexible 
dynamical systems is presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents the Variable S tructure 
Control scheme for the end point control of the elastic m ultibody system . Section 4 presents 
a brief introduction to  the Singular perturbation  technique and a  com posite control law is
derived. Section 5 presents the control of elastic spacecraft by nonlinear inversion and 
singular pertu rbation  and Section 6 presents the conclusions.
C h ap ter  2
MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND  
THE CONTROL PROBLEM
In this chapter the m athem atical models of the two elastic system s considered in this thesis. 
In the  first section the m athem atical model of the  elastic m ultibody system  developed in 
Phillips Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base. CA is described and the second chapter 
presents the m athem atical model of the elastic spacecraft.
2.1 M athem atica l M odel O f th e  E lastic  M u ltib od y
Fig. 1 illustrates the elastic m ultibody system  with two elastic links. Both the jo in ts are 
revolute and torque is applied at these joints by actuators. In this design it is assum ed 
th a t  the gravity is zero, which is valid as the elastic m anipulator is developed for space 
applications. Also, it is assumed th a t the base is fixed and the design does no t include the 
dynam ics of the space vehicle. This assum ption is valid for those applications in which the 
space vehicles are large compared to  the elastic m anipulator.
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In the F ig .l OXY is an inertial frame w ith origin a t jo in t 1, OX \ Y \  is a reference fram e 
with A'i along link 1 , and O X 2Y2 is a reference fram e w ith origin a t joint 2 with A'2  axis 
along link 2 . O X  1 and O 2 X 2  are tangent to  the links. 0 0 n \ 0 n 2  represents the position of 
the arm for the  case of rigid links. 6 \ and 8 2  are the jo in t angles when rigid conditions are 
assumed. O O 2 OE 2  represents the position of the  deformed arm .
By the assum ed m ode m ethod, any arb itra ry  solution of flexible motions can be assum ed 
to be composed of a  linear combination of admissible functions multiplied by tim e-dependent 
generalized coordinates. Let 6 i ( l i , t )  and 62(^2, t) denote the elastic deflections of the  links 
at a distance l\ from 0  along O X  1 and at a distance I2  from O 2  along O 2 X 2 . Also, <j>\j(l\), 
<t>2 j ( h )  are the necessary admissible functions for clamped-free beams. In this study, <f>ij are 
assumed to  be the  m ode shapes of a  clamped-free beam .
Let qu(t )  and </2»(Z) be the generalized coordinates. T he flexible displacements of the 
two links can be expressed as
<$l(Zl ) 0  =  X^li(Zl)<7l:(Z)
(2-1)
f aih,  t) =  y 'y<t>2 i(h)<l2 i(t)
»=1
where n denotes the num ber of significant modes. Here it is assumed th a t the links do not 
undergo longitudinal and torsional deform ations and the contribution of higher modes is 
negligible.
The equations of m otion of the arm  can be obtained by Lagrangian m ethod. These are
9
given by
d . O T .  OT d P  
(It dz{ dz{ dz{ 1U
(2 .2 )
where
z  — ( d T , q T ),  8 =  ( 8 l , 0 2 ) T , <7 =  ( 9 l l )  • • 92n) T ,
T  is the kinetic energy of the arm ,
P is the potential energy of the arm , 
u =  (u\ ,v. 2 )T ,is the vector of joint torques,
B\  = [/2x2 > 0 2 x 2 n]T
Here, T denotes transposition and I and 0  denote the iden tity  and null m atrices of 
indicated dimensions.
The kinetic energy for each link is a  quadratic function of generalized velocities and is 
given by T  = (zTM ( z ) z / 2) where M{ z )  is the positive definite sym m etric inertia 
m atrix  and is a  nonlinear function of z.  Using this expression of T  in (2.2), gives (see 
[17] for the complete derivation)
M { z ) z  +  h 0 (z,  z) +  d P ( z ) / d z  = B \ u (2.3)
where
h 0 ( z , z )  = M ( z ) z  -  (1 /2 ) ( dzTM ( z )  -  z / d z )
M ( z )  =
M u ( z )  M \ 2 { z ) 
M 2 l ( z )  M 2 2 ( z )
10
where M u  is a 2 x 2 subm atrix.
Defining x — ( zT , z T)T , one obtains a s ta te  variable representation of (2.3) given by
x — f ( x )  + B ( x ) u (2.4)
where
n 0  =  2 (n +  1 ),
Z
/ ( * )  =
A
M - ' ( z ) ( - h 0 ( z , z ) - d P ( z ) / d z ) h(z,  z)
'■ T
B( x )  = O 2 y.n0 » (M ~ 1 ( z ) B , ) t
h ( z , z )  = - h 0 { z , z ) -  d P { z ) / d z
To this end a judicious choice of the controlled variables is m ade for the design of the 
control system. Assuming small elastic deflections, the angular positions of the  links are 
given by
Pit = tan 1 , * =  1,2
(2.5)
p et — tan  1
L\sin(0\ + )+l,2 sin(6 \ +S2 +
L1coS(61 + i l i^ i ) ) + L 2c03(61+e2 + 52̂ 1)
Here p \ t , and p 2 t are the angular positions of the end points of the link 1 and link 2, 
respectively, but p et is the angular position of the  end effector of the arm  (see F ig .l) . Thus, 
for i =  1 ,2, one has from (2.5) th a t
11
a i bi(Li i t )  fr> a\Pit -  Oi + -----   (2.6)
where L ,(i =  1 , 2 ) denote the lengths of the links.
A lthough, one can consider pet given in (2.5) for the controller design, certain simplifi­
cation results for the arm  model developed in the Phillips L aboratory  for which L,  = Lz.  
Using L\  = Lz — L  in (5) and simplifying, gives
p .. = « ,  + 1  +  \  ( M M + M M ' j  ( 2 .7)
According to  (2.6) and (2.7) pa and pet denote the angular position of the end points of 
the  links and the  end effector. One can choose these as o u tp u t variables for control system  
design. However, it will be seen la ter th a t  such a choice leads to  unstable zero dynamics. In 
order to  avoid instability  of the zero dynamics, we shall choose angular positions of points 
close to  the end points of the links as o u tp u t variables. These are given by either of the two 








g  1 ( h  1 1 1 Q l ^ i  ( L , t ) + o i 2 6 2 ( L , t )  \
1 "v 2 2 1 L )
(OV,) ( 2 .8 )
n 1 _ £i(£>i.f) VI +  a l - Xi
2 +  Q2 l 2 '
(OV2) (2.9)
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We have chosen OV,  and OV 2  as two forms of param eterized output variables where 
the param eter a ,-e [0 ,l]. For a,- =  1, z =  1,2, one obtains the angular positions of the tip 
of the links and a,  =  0 corresponds to the angular position of the links if the arm  is rigid. 
For q,€[0, 1), ou tpu ts  are the angular positions of points close to  the end points of the 
links. The choice of the ou tpu ts in (2.8) and (2.9) leads to  different control laws. We notice 
th a t the param eterization  (OVf) includes the position of a  point close to  the end effector 
position, and it is useful in the practical im plem entation since the neighboring end effector 
trajectory  error can be directly fed back in a n a tu ra l way for fine position control. How­
ever, the control system  designed based on the o u tp u t vector (OV, )  is relatively complicated.
Let yr(t) =  [2/ri(i), yr 2 (t)]T be a  given reference trajectory . We are interested in designing 
control system such th a t  in the closed-loop system  y(t)  tracks yr (t) and elastic vibration is 
suppressed.
2.2 M ath em atica l M odel O f th e  E lastic  Spacecraft
Fig.2 shows the elastic spacecraft. Here only th e  m aneuver in the pitch plane is consid­
ered. A right-handed coordinate fram e (denoted as So) w ith axes Xo, lb , %o is fixed to  
the spacecraft w ith its origin at the mass center of the spacecraft. A'/, Yj,  Z \  are the axes 
of an inertial fram e 5 /. The coordinate system  S ,  w ith axes X j, Yj, Z,  is obtained by 
the translation of the  fram e So a t the a ttachm ent point of the beam and the orbiter. The 
attitude of the spacecraft is given by the pitch angle 9 which is the angle of ro tation  of 
the spacecraft abou t the axis Z q- When the spacecraft is slewed about the Z q axis, the 
beam is allowed to  undergo elastic transverse bending in the lb  _  Yo plane. The attachm ent
13
point 0  of the beam and orbiter is located arbitrarily  with respect to  the  mass center of 
the spacecraft, but it is assumed th a t the m ass center of the tip body is located along the 
tangent line to  the beam a t the tip point.
Beginning with a hybrid set of partia l differential and ordinary differential equations 
describing the elastic deform ation of the  beam  and the ro ta tional m otion of the spacecraft, 
Storch and Gates [40] have obtained a  com plete derivation of the equations of m otion of this 
spacecraft in a  rigorous way. The equations of m otion are given by
m
««>*“ +  X > 1 * A  =  [ &oi &01 &03 1“  
k=1
771 ^2
a-uO +  £ ( %  u3iu3k)p'k = [ 0 6,2 bi3 ]u +  u 3iPoa2~r ~  &i2Pi (2 -10)
fc=i m  L
(i =  1, 2 ,
where the control vector u = (u i , i i 2 , u 3)T — (TS, T P, F ) T £ R 3 (T  denotes transposition); 
Ts is the external control moment applied to  the orbiter; Tp and F are the  control moment 
and force applied on the tip body a t its m ass center along axes parallel to  Z,  and Y], 
respectively, and p, denotes the zth elastic mode. In this model, a finite num ber of elastic 
modes have been retained assuming th a t the  first m  modes are significant and adequately 
approxim ate the elastic deform ation of the beam. The param eters a,y, 6,y, U{j, Q{, etc are 
given in the appendix for completeness. T he system  is nonlinear due to  the  presence of the 
(92) term  in the model. The transverse elastic deform ation 6 e along the axis Yj at any point 
a t a  distance I from the attachm ent point O of the  spacecraft and the beam  is given by
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6 e( l , t )  = L Y j ) k ( t ) M v ) ,  V =  1  
where P(rj) is the &th mode shape, and L denotes the length of the beam.
( 2 .11)
The set of equations (2.10) can be w ritten in the com pact form as
p +  B qu
/  \ * ' ■




 ̂ D j 2  D 2 2  t P 9 K
(2 .12)
where, p = (pi ,  - ■ • , pm ) € R m and the positive definite sym m etric inertia  m atrix  is D — 
(D { j ) , i , j  = 1,2. Here the m atrix  Bo can be obtained by equating similar term s in (2.10) 
and (2 .1 2 ), and
K =diag( ST,-2), i =  1 , • • •, m
g=(poa2/L)(u3i,- • - , w 3 m )
Define H  = D ~ 1 , and z =  (0 ,pT )T 6  R^m+1K Then solving (2.12), gives
z — II\gO2  +  H 3K p  +  H B q u  
where B  = [Hi,  I I 2 ], and H\  denotes the first column of H.
(2.13)
Suppose th a t a  third order reference model
6 r +3A J ' T +  3Ac2f9r +  Xc3 e* =  0 (2.14)
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is given where Ac > 0 and 9* is the determ ined value of the pitch angle. The characteristic 
polynomial of (2.14) is
(A +  Ae )3 =  0 (2.15)
Since Ac > 0, the system  (2.14) is asym ptotically  stable.
We are interested in deriving a control system  such th a t  in the closed-loop system , 
the a ttitu d e  angle 9(t) tracks the reference tra je c to ry  9r(t),  and the elastic oscillations are 
damped out. For a proper choice of reference tra jecto ry , the spacecraft a tta in s the  desired 
orientation, as 9(t) converges to 9T(t).
C h a p ter  3
SLIDING MODE CONTROL 
SCHEME
3.1 In trod u ction
This chapter presents the  Variable S tructure control scheme and Elastic m ode stabilization 
for the tra jec to ry  control of the elastic m ultibody system  developed in Phillips Laboratory, 
Edwards Air Force Base, California. Simulation results are presented to  show th a t precise 
tra jecto ry  tracking and vibration dam ping are accomplished in spite of payload uncertainty
For the  end point control of th e  m ultibody system , a control law based on Variable 
S tructure System s theory is developed. The sliding controller provides a system atic ap­
proach to the problem  of m aintaining stability and consistent perform ance for the class of 
systems to  which it applies. It is relatively insensitive to  large param eter variations. Vari­
able S tructure System  Theory involves the choice of a switching surface in the s ta te  space
16
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which is commonly called as sliding surface. A discontinuous control law is derived which 
switches when the desired o u tpu t trajectories cross this hypersurface.
The motion of the system  trajectories consists of two stages: the reaching mode and the 
sliding mode. The phase of operation when the system  tra jec to ry  is a ttrac ted  tow ards the 
defined switching surface from any initial condition constitu tes the  reaching phase. Once 
on the switching surface, the system  trajectories are confined to  this surface and any subse­
quent motion of the trajectories involves the sliding of the trajecto ries on this surface. This 
phase is called the sliding mode.
The function defining the sliding surface includes the in tegral of the ou tpu t tra jec to ry  
error. This is useful to  im prove the performance of the system . The discontinuous control 
law accomplishes precise end point tracking of the desired o u tp u t trajectory . However, this 
excites the elastic modes of the  links. Based on a  linearized system  about the term inal 
equilibrium point, a  stabilizer is designed using pole assignm ent technique.
In the following sections the  Robot arm  control problem  is defined and the design of 
Variable S tructure Controller and the linear stabilizer is presented.
3.2 R obot A rm  C ontrol P roblem
From C hapter 2, using Lagrangian m ethod, the equations of m otion have been given.
From (2.2) one obtains
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M ( z ) z  + h„(z , z )  +  d P ( z ) / d z  =  D-[ii (3.1)
where
h 0 ( z , z )  = M { z ) z  - ( l / ' 2 ) [ d z TM ( z ) z / d z )
M ( z )  =
M u ( z )  M i2(-
M 2 \ {z)  M 2 2 (z) 
where M \ \  is a 2 x 2 subm atrix.
Defining x — (zT , z T )T , one obtains a s ta te  variable representation of (3.1) given by
x = f { x )  +  B{ x ) u  (3.2)
where
n 0 =  2 (n + 1 ),
f ( x )  = A
M ~ 1 ( z ) ( - h 0 { z . z ) - d P ( z ) / d z ) h ( z , z )
- -I T
B ( x )  =
0 2xn o, (M _ 1( : )B 1)r
h( z , z )  -  - h 0 ( z , z )  -  d P { z ) / d z
The system (2.4) together with the o u tp u ts  O V i or OVj can be w ritten  as
x  =  f ( x )  + B( x ) u
(3.3)
y  = C x  — [Cl O] X
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h + a i M ^ l
+ f  + H
I t  aiSi(L, t ) -ha2S2(L, t)
(3.4)
Comparing the equations (3.3) and (3.4) one obtains
Ci =
1 0 ••• c - g
1 0.5 Q1 <hn(L) 021 (L) _a l  2 L  “ 2 2 L a 1 ^ 2 L ~
(3.5)
(72,77) where 72 is 2 x 2 m atrix.
Similarly, for the choice of ou tpu t given by (2.9),the y m atrix  is
y  =
P i 0 i +
P i
n 1 ... &2 ( L 2 ,t) 02 +  <*2- -L2
(3.6)




n  <t>\n(L\ ) 
1
a  2<l>2 1 (£2!l2
(3.7)
q2<t>2 n{L2 )L2
( R . H ) 72 =  7, where 72 is a 2 X  2 identity m atrix .
Here, m atrices R, and H are defined in (3.5) and (3.7). We note th a t the m atrix  H is 
a function of a,-. The m atrices R and H have different forms and depend on the choice of
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output variables.
We are interested in deriving a control law such th a t the o u tp u t y(t)  tracks a reference 
trajectory  yT(t).
3.3 V ariable Structure C ontrol Law
Differentiating y  and using (3.3) gives
y = C iz
(3.8)
i) = C l h ( z , z )  + C 1 M - 1 ( z ) B 1u
We shall be interested in a region of s ta te  space Q c  R 2no in which 
B*(z)  =  C \ M ~ l {z)B\  is nonsingular. Thus the tracking order of the system  (3.3) is 2 
and the system  (3.3) and (3.8) is invertible.
Now we proceed to derive the variable structu re  system. The VSC law is a  discontinuous 
function of s ta te  variables. For the design of the variable s tru c tu re  system  (VSS), we choose 
a switching surface in the sta te  space for the control function to  have discontinuity, and 
the control law is chosen such th a t the trajectories of the system  beginning from any initial 
condition are a ttra c ted  towards this surface.
The switching surface is chosen of the form
S { y ,  y )  =  y  +  K eu n e y  +  w n e 2 u>, (3.9)
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where
f j  -  (3/1,2k ) T =  ( 2/i  -  2/n,J/2 -  ' / r2)T . 2/ =  (z/i ,Z/2)T
2/ is the actual trajecto ry
yT is the reference tra jecto ry
y is the ou tpu t tra jecto ry  error
5  =  ( 5 i , 52)r ,Ce >  0 , u ne >  0
Ce is the damping coefficient
wne is the natural frequency
The vector w = (w\,  W2 )T is the  integral of the tracking error, thus
w = y ,w £ .R 2  (3.10)
In the sliding phase, once the system  trajectories reach the  switching surface, subsequent 
m otion of the trajectories involves sliding of the  trajectories on the surface. Therefore, in 
the sliding phase it can be seen th a t S  = 0. Differentiating (3.9) and using (3.10), we have
S  =  y +  2Cew„ey +  u ne2y = 0 (3.11)
In sliding phase the system  is asym ptotically stable implying th a t y{ t )—>0, as t —*oo, for 
( e > 0,u>„e > 0. Also, once in the sliding phase, the m otion of the system  trajectories is 
insensitive to  param eter uncertainty.
Now we choose the control law such th a t the trajectories are a ttra c ted  towards 5  =  0 
when 5(j/(0), y(0)) /  0. If y is the actual tra jec to ry  and yT is the reference trajecto ry , then
the trajecto ry  error y is given by y -  yr . Using this in equation (3.11) we obtain
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S — y (jr -h *2̂ eu*'ney +  wne ?/ (3.12)
Substitu ting  for y from (3.8) in (3.12), we have
5 =  Cih(z ,  z)  +  B*(z)u  -  ijy +  2Qu>ney +  u ne2y (3.13)
=  a (z , z )  +  B ’ (z)u  
where a(z,  z)  =  C xh { z , z) -  yr +  2 (eu>ney + u ne2y
To this end, it is assumed th a t
a(z,  z)  = an(z,  z )  +  A a (2 , z)
(3.14)
B*(z )  = B n*(z) + A B * ( z )  
where an, B n* are the nominal values of a and B * and A a , A B m denote uncertain portions 
of a and B m, respectively.
A s s u m p tio n  1 : There exists functions 7 ,• such th a t
||A JB*(.~)JBn* - 1(^ ) ||< 7 l (.r) < 70 < 1 
||Aa(a;) -  A B ' ( z ) B n'f~ 1 (z )an(x)\\<')'2 ( x , t )
(3.15)
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We choose control law u such th a t S  < 0 if S  ^  0 and the tra jecto ry  reaches the surface 
5" =  0 in a finite time. In view of (3.13). we select u of the form
u = B'n 1( ^ ) [ - a n(x) -  ksgn(S)  +  u] 
where v = (vx, v 2)T is the stabilization signal to  be determ ined later and
1, Si > 0
sgn (Si) = < 0, Si = 0
- 1 , Si < 0
Substitu ting  (3.16) in (3.13), gives
S  = A a(x) + A B *(z )u  -  ksgn(S)  +  v
where
1, Si > 0
sgn (Si) = < 0, Si =  0
- 1 , Si < 0
W hen there is no uncertainty in the system  (i.e A a — 0, A B* — 0), (3.17) gives




In view of (3.18) with v = 0, S < 0, if S  ^  0.
Thus when u =  0, 5’ < 0 i f 5 ^ 0  and the tra jec to ry  reaches the surface S  = 0 in finite
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time. By selecting a  proper value of k.  one can also show using Lyapunov stability theory 
th a t the surface S  — 0 is reached even in the presence of model uncertainty when v = 0. 
Consider a Lyapunov function
n « )  =  |5’i | +  |52| (3.19)
Let us chose the gain k such th a t
f c > ( l - 7 1(:r)r1(<5 + 72(z,t)) (3.20)
where 6  > 0. T hen it following Refs. 11 and 14, it can be shown th a t in the closed loop 
system with v = 0, one has
v( t)< -  8  (3.21)
for all S  ^  0 and te [0 ,o o ). Since w(0) > 0 ,5  ^  0, it follows th a t indeed the tra jecto ry  
reaches the surface S  =  0 in spite of the uncertainty in the  system model provided the 
Assumption 1 holds.
The VSC law (3.16) is a discontinuous function of x.  However, discontinuity in control 
input causes chattering  behavior, which is undesirable. It is well known th a t chattering can 
be avoided buy using a  sm ooth approxim ation of the discontinuous control input. Here,
for obtaining a continuous control law, we use the sa t function instead of the sgn function.
Thus in the control law (3.16) sgn(Sf)  is replaced by sat(Sj)  where
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1, Si > ei
sa t(S ;) =  < S i / e , , |S,-|<£1 (3.22)
- 1 , Si < ~( \
where e\ > 0
R e m a rk  1: When the system  model is exactly known, in the closed-loop system in­
cluding the VSC law, (3.18) holds in the reaching phase and (3.11) holds in the sliding 
phase. However when there is uncertain ty  in the system (3.11) holds after a  finite tim e. In 
view of (3.11), it follows th a t in the closed-loop system, the responses are asym ptotically 
linearized and the tracking error response satisfies a linear differential equation even though 
the system  is nonlinear.
3.4 Zero D ynam ics S tab ility  and S tab ilization
Using the VSC law, one can track given reference trajectories. However, this excites the 
elastic modes of the arm. Hence, the design of a stabilizer is necessary for the dam ping of 
the elastic oscillations and the capture of the term inal sta te . In the neighborhood of the 
term inal s ta te , since the rigid and elastic modes result in small oscillations, the system  can 
be well approxim ated by linear differential equations.
Using VSC law, the ou tpu t vector can be controlled. Thus it is essential to  examine the 
zero dynamics of the system[16-17]. The zero dynamics of the system  describe the behavior
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of the system  when the ou tput error vector is identically zero. In the following section only 
local stability will be examined.
In order to  study the behavior of the in ternal dynam ics, it will be convenient to  obtain 
the system  representation in a new sta te  space. Further, we assume th a t yT = y r * , y r =
•» 'T' J1 rp m T
0, yr =  0 and th a t there is no uncertainty in the system . Let x* =  (z* ,0 ) , z m =  (0* , q* ) 
be the equilibrium s ta te  vector. The equilibrium value of 2 * is the solution of the following 
equation.
d q
Let A 9 — 0 -  6 m, A q  = q -  q* ,A y  — y — yr . In view of (3.5) and (3.7), one has
A y  = RAO  +  H A q  (3.23)
We note th a t for the param eterization (3.7), R  — I .  Neglecting the second-order term s 
in 9 and q, the linearized q-responses obtained from  (3.1) are governed by
M 2 l { z ' ) A 9  +  M22(2 ’ )A (7 +  PqqA q  = 0 (3.24)
where
p   d 2 P
r t q  ~  3 q 9 q
where, the inertia m atrix  M is partitioned as
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M {z )  =
M 2 i ( z )  M i 2 {z)
For the stability  analysis, we assume th a t there is no uncertainty in the system. The 
perturbed  A y  dynam ics obtained from (3.9) and (3.10) are given by
A y  = S -  2 Qu>neA y  -  wne2A w
A w  — A y
Using (3.25) gives
(3.25)
A y  = S  -  2 Q u neA y  -  w l eA y (3.26)
Using the modified continuous control law obtained  from (3.16) with the sa t function in 
(3.22) one has from (3.18) th a t
a k SS  =  +  v
ei
when there is no uncertainty in the system.
Define the  deviation in the sta te  vector from  equilibrium point £ as
(3.27)
A y T S T A  qT A q T A w T (3.28)
Then the linearized system is given by
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•4 11 I 0 0 ■4-15 0
0 A 22 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 I 0 f + 0
Fi F2 f 3 0 Fa b 2
I 0 0 0 0 0
=  At; +  B v
where
M22 = { M w i s ' )  -  M 2 i { z * ) R ~ l  H ) ,  M*21 = M 2 i { z ' ) ,  
bl — 2Ce^ne >
F\ = M 2 2  [M2 l* R ~ 1( — b\ 2  +  U)ne2]
F2 =  M 22 A fM -ii-H t +  fti)
F3 =  M 22 ~ \ h  -  P qv)
F.\ = —M22 .l'/91*4!_16iOJne“
B 2 =  - M 22 ~ l M 2 i ' R ~ l 








The linearized zero dynamics of the system are obtained from (3 .29) when A y =
(3 .29)
0 ,5  =
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0, Aw =  0 and v =  0. Thus the zero dynamics of the system when y = y ”r , are given by
M22 Aij  +  Pqq Aq  =  0 (3.30)
We note th a t II  is a function of the param eter a,-. The stability of (/-responses depends 
on the stability  of the zero dynamics. Numerically, one can solve the characteristic equation 
of (3.30) which is
d e t (M 22A2 +  P „ )  = 0  (3.31)
to examine the stability  of the zero dynamics where det denotes the determ inant of the 
m atrix. It is found th a t for a  > a ”, a  critical value, the roots of (3.30) have significantly 
large positive real parts and (/-responses diverge rapidly when y =  0
For the  design of the  stabilizer, a  is chosen such th a t a € [0 ,a " ) .  For the final capture 
of the term inal s ta te , a stabilization signal of the  form
v =  - F £  (3.32)
is chosen such th a t the closed-loop system  m atrix  A c = (A — B F )  is Hurwitz. For the
com putation of F,  one can use optim al control theory or pole placem ent technique. In this
study we have chosen the design of the stabilizer using pole assignm ent technique. In order 
to obtain desirable responses, a proper selection of closed-loop poles of the m atrix  A c is 
essential. In view of the equations (3.25) and (3.27), the set of poles S r associated with 
A y, A w ,  and S  responses have negative real parts. The set of poles S e associated with
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zero dynamics (3.30) are alm ost on the im aginary axis for a e [0 ,a * ) . A good choice of pole 
locations for A c is
S ci — S Tl iSc
where the set S c is given by
|  {v + j P ) :  v  < 0, f3eSe
T h at is, in the closed-loop system , the poles associated w ith the zero dynamics are shifted 
by v units to the left in the complex plane keeping the im aginary component unchanged.
The synthesis of the controller is as follows. F irst, the variable s tructu re controller is 
used for large m aneuvers of the arm . W hen the tra jec to ry  reaches the neighborhood of the 
term inal value, the linear stabilizer loop is closed for the cap ture of the term inal s ta te  and 
to  dam pen the vibrations. The stabilizer is effective if the 0 and ^-responses rem ain in a 
small neighborhood of the  equilibrium sta te  a t the  in stan t when the stabilizer is switched.
3.5 D ig ita l S im u lation  R esu lts
This section explores the results of the  digital sim ulations carried out for each of tw o pa- 
ram eterizations of the end effector position. The model is highly nonlinear and includes the 
functions causing rigid and elastic mode interactions. T he param eters assume the nominal 
values th a t are listed in the A ppendix 1. The value of a  is 0.4 for the both  the param e- 
terizations Also, sim ulation is done for a  =  0.7 for the case of param eterization denoted 
by OV2 . The mode shapes are selected as clamped-free modes. Assuming th a t the
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am plitude of higher modes of the flexible links is very small when com pared to  the  first 
ones, the case with n  =  2 in the expression for elastic deflection (3.1), is illustrated.
W ith the choice of n =  2, one has the s ta te  vector x  of dimension 12 where x  = (z T , z T )T 
and 2 =  [0i, 6 2 , Qn, Q12, <1 2 1 , Q2 2 ]T - It can be seen th a t  the  elements of inertia  m atrix  are func­
tions of 6  and q. Also, the  following initial conditions are assumed: ?/r (0) =  r/V(0) =  j/’r (0) =  
0 , z(0) =  0 and iu(0) =  0
A com m and tra jec to ry  yr(t) was generated to  control y( 0) =  0 to  yr" . It was assum ed 
th a t the given tip position corresponds to  y * =  (90°, 120o)T for the param eterization  de­
noted by the o u tp u t variable OV\ and y* — (90°, GO0)-7, for the param eterization denoted 
by the o u tpu t variable OVj-
The com m and tra jec to ry  was generated by a th ird  order filter
Hr +T22/V +  P i y r +  Po(Vr — y m) =  0
The m atrices Pi of the command generator are taken as Pi — pi / 2X2 > i= 0 ,l,2  and are 
selected such th a t  the  poles associated with yri(t) ,  the  i t>l com ponent of yr (t),  are at { -2, -2 
±  i2 }. The param eters were selected as k = 100, £e =  0.707 e =  0.3 and u ne = 3.5 yielding 
poles associated with yi, of values -333.33, -2.47 ±  z2.48 },
To examine the stability  of zero dynamics the poles of (3.30) are com puted for different 
values of a.  Table 1 and Table 2 show the m ost significant unstable roots belonging to  the
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a = 0.8 0.000 ±  33.68i
a  =  0.82 0.000 ±  35.54i
a — 0.84 0.000 ±  37.75i
a  =  0.86 0.000 ±  40.43i
a  =  0.88 0.000 ±  43.77i
a  =  0.9 3.69 ±  278.34i
a =  0.92 88.96 ±  278.04i
a  =  0.94 139.29 ±  276.50i
a  =  0.96 194.91 ±  271.69i
a  =  0.98 273.00 ±  255.57i
a  =  1. 321.62 ±  O.OOOi
Table 3.1: Dom inant Poles for param eterization  0V\
P II O bo 0.000 ±  37.83i
a -- 0.82 0.000 ±  40.65i
a  =  0.84 0.000 ±  44.20i
a  =  0.86 0.000 ±  28.37i
a  =  0.88 21.68 ±  239.02i
a  =  0.9 101.90 ±  220.43i
a  =  0.92 164.34 ±  181.16i
a  = 0.94 230.07 ±  O.OOOi
a  =  0.96 102.91 ±  O.OOOi
a  =  0.98 7.51 ±  O.OOOi
a  =  1. 6.13 ±  O.OOOi
Table 3.2: Dom inant Poles for param eterization  OV2
set S e (the set of eigenvalues associated with the flexible m odes), for different values of a  
for the param eterization OVi  and param eterization OV 2 , respectively.
It can be seen th a t as a  increases beyond 0.86 the dynam ic behavior of the zero dynam ­
ics is highly sensitive to  the  value of a,  since the positive real p a r t of the unstable eigenvalue 
rapidly increases as the  value of a  approaches 1. Thus a  good choice of a * is 0.86, and we 
m ust use a € [0 ,a* ) for defining the ou tpu t vectors in (3.4) and (3.6). As an illustration, we 
have chosen a  =  0.4 for controller design.
For the chosen feedback gains, the sets S T and S e of poles of (3.30) for a  = 0.4 for the
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choice of 0 V\ are
S r = [-333 .33 , -333 .33 , -2 .4 7  ±  2.48*, -2 .4 7  ±  2.48*'] (3.33)
S e = [±19.32*, ±72.85*', ±449.60*', ±460.92*]
and for the case denoted by OV 2  the sets S r and S e are
S r = [-333 .33 , -333 .33 , -2 .4 7  ±  2.48*, -2 .4 7  ±  2.48*'] (3.34)
S e = [±19.67*, ±71.73*', ±449.73*, ±459.96*]
It can be noted th a t the sets of poles S r are equal in both  cases of param eterizations 
bu t the set of poles S e is different and the poles are approxim ately same. The set of poles 
S e is shifted by v = —2.5 in the  complex plane using the stabilizer.
In the simulations th a t follow, 2/1 and y 2  denote the chosen ou tpu ts  ; 
ei =  Vi and e2 =  2/2 are the tra jec to ry  errors ; 9\ and 02  are the joint angles ; u\  and 
u 2  denote the control inputs ; D i e =  5 i ( L i , t )  the tip deflections for the two links, and 
( y n , y t 2 ) = (PiuPet) for param eterization  (OVj) and (y t i ,y t 2 ) =  (p iuP 2 t) for param eteriza­
tion (OV2). Even though we denote the ou tpu ts for both  param eterizations by the same 
notation , we note th a t they do not represent the  same variables. It should be noted here 
th a t the outputs 2/1 and 2/2 are to the actual tip. The sim ulation results show th a t these 
ou tpu ts follow the tip positions yt\ and y t 2  accurately, as the tip errors are of extrem ely 
small m agnitudes, thus validating our choice. T he sim ulation results are also shown for off
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payload for both cases of param eterizations.
3.5.1 Simulation Results, Output Variable OV(
Trajectory tracking : Control without stabilization
In this case, sim ulation was carried out for nom inal payload and the stabilizer loop was left 
open with a  = 0.4 for the param eterization OV\.  T he tra jec to ry  errors were found to  be 
equal to zero and efficient tracking is evident from  Fig.3. T he absence of the  stabilizer leads 
to  persistent elastic mode oscillations of the  tips of the two links.The 0  responses depict 
oscillations of extrem ely small m agnitude.
Trajectory tracking : Control with Stabilization
Nominal payload
T he closed-loop system  was sim ulated (w ith a  — 0.4) and the stabilizer loop is closed when 
the tra jecto ry  enters the neighborhood of the term inal value 
(3 seconds). It can be observed from Fig.4 th a t  though the  tracking error was zero prior 
to  switching of the stabilizer, the error tends to  increase after the instan t of switching but 
dies down to zero in about 5 seconds. The stabilizer dam pens out the elastic m ode oscilla­
tions. The elastic deflection and the control inpu t are found to oscillate initially. Also the 
6  response depicts oscillation of extremely sm all m agnitude at the in stan t of switching the 
stabilizer. It can also be noted th a t the chosen o u tp u t 7/2 very closely follows the ac tua l end 
effector position pKt.
Higher payload uncertainty
Simulations were carried for a higher payload uncertain ty  of 150% (a  = 0 .4)(F ig.5). The
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controller used here is the one tha t was designed w ith nom inal param eters and the initial 
conditions were assum ed to be zero. It can be observed th a t the stabilizer takes m ore or 
less the same tim e to dam pen the oscillations as it does for the case of nominal payload. 
It settles down to its steady state values in abou t 5 seconds. It can also be noted th a t  the 
control torque required in this case is larger th an  th a t required for the nom inal case and so 
is the case w ith the elastic deflection. The tracking error is not zero before the stabilizer is 
switched on in this case, as it is in the nominal payload case. Moreover, the chosen ou tpu ts  
2/i and 2/2 very closely follow the actual tip positions p u  and pet.
Lower payload uncertain ty
Simulation results for a lower payload uncertain ty  of 50% ( a  =  0.4 ) are presented in  this 
section. Selected responses are shown in the F ig .6. W hen compared to  the higher payload 
uncertainty case, it can be noted th a t though the  tim e taken by the system  to a tta in  steady 
sta te  conditions is more or less the same, the frequency of the oscillations in the lower 
payload case is much higher, which is also a  physical reality. Moreover, the values of the 
control input are lower th an  the higher payload case and so is the elastic deflection. Also, 
the chosen o u tp u ts  2/1 and 2/2 very closely follow p u  and the  actual end effector position pet.
3.5.2 Simulation Results, Output Variable OV2 
Trajectory tracking : Control with Stabilization
Nominal payload
The closed-loop system  defined by (3.3), (3.10), (3.16) and (3.34) was digitally sim ulated 
(with q =  0.4) and the switching logic closes the stabilizer loop when the tra jecto ry  enters
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the neighborhood of the term inal value (3 seconds). It can be observed from Fig.7 th a t 
though the tracking error was zero prior to  switching of the stabilizer, the error tends to 
increase after the instan t of switching but dies down to zero in about 5 seconds. The s ta ­
bilizer dam pens out the elastic mode oscillations. Also yi and yi  very closely follow the 
actual the tip  positions p \ t and p2t.
Higher payload uncertain ty
Simulations were carried for a higher payload uncertainty of 125% (a  =  0.4). The controller 
used here is the  one th a t was designed with nominal param eters and the initial conditions 
were assumed to  be zero. In comparison with the case with the param eterization OV\  
this param eterization is found to  to lerate lesser uncertainty. It can be observed th a t  the 
stabilizer takes m ore or less the same tim e to  dam pen the oscillations as it takes in case 
of nominal payload (Fig.8). But the tra jecto ry  error in this case is not zero before the 
stabilizer was switched on, as is it is in the case of nom inal load. A fter it is switched on it 
dies down to  zero in abou t 5 seconds Moreover, the chosen ou tpu ts p\ t  and p 2t very closely 
follow the actual end effector outputs yt\ and yt2.
Lower payload uncertain ty
Simulation results for a lower payload uncertainty of 25% ( a  = 0.4 ) are presented in this 
section. W hen com pared to  the case with param eterization OV\  this param eterization is 
found to to lera te  less lower payload uncertainty. W hen com pared to  the higher payload 
uncertainty case, it can be noted th a t though the time taken by the system  to a tta in  steady 
s ta te  conditions is more or less the same, the frequency of the oscillations in the lower
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payload case is much higher (Fig.9), which is also a physical reality. Moreover, the values 
of the control input are lower th an  the higher payload case (Fig.8) and so is the elastic 
deflection and the tip deflection. Also, the chosen ou tpu ts  y\ and y2  very closely follow the 
actual end effector ou tpu ts p \ t and p2i-
3.6 C onclusions
This chapter explored the control and stabilization of the  m ultibody system  developed in 
the Phillips Laboratory  was considered. Two Param eterizations of the controlled ou tpu t 
variables were considered. S tability of the zero dynamics was examined. Based on the 
variable structu re system  theory control laws were derived for the control of the selected 
ou tpu t variables. Control system  includes error integral term . A sm ooth approxim ation of 
the discontinuous law was used for the elim ination of control chattering. A linear stabilizer 
was designed for the final cap ture of the term inal s ta te  and vibration suppression. I t was 
shown th a t control of a  point close to the tip  position gave stable zero dynamics. The 
complete closed-loop system  was sim ulated on the digital com puter. Extensive simulations 
were performed to  verify the perform ance of the  system . These results show th a t in the 
closed-loop system , for each param eterization  large m aneuvers of the  arm  and vibration 
suppression are accomplished by the combined action of the  V S C  law and the stabilizer. The 
controller designed using param eterization OV\  seems to  to lerate larger payload uncertainty 
in simulation. However, research remains to  be done to  find the bounds on uncertainty for 
stability in each case. The choice of OV i in design leads to  a true servo system  fed by 
neighboring end effector position error in a  n a tu ra l way and this is certainly im portan t 
from the practical point of view.
C h ap ter  4
SINGULAR PERTURBATION  
IN CONTROL
In this chapter we introduce the singular pertu rbation  system s and discuss its characteristic 
features. Furtherm ore, derivation of composite control law is described which combines a 
slow control law and a fast control law for stabilization of nonlinear systems.
4.1 Singular P erturbations
M any systems require higher-order differential equations for their realistic representation. 
T he order of these systems is increased due to  the presence of some parasitic param eters 
such as small time constants, masses, moments of inertia, resistances, inductances, and 
capacitances. These param eters are usually neglected to  simplify the model. The order of 
the systems reduces when e =  0, where e is the small param eter. Such a problem is called 
a singular perturbation problem.
The singular perturbation  model of a dynam ical system  is a state-space model in which
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the derivatives of some of the states are multiplied by a  small scalar e. This can be repre­
sented by
x = f ( x , z , e . t ) , x ( t 0) = x ° , x  € R n (4.1)
ei =  g ( x , z ,  e, t), z ( t 0) = z ° , z  6  R m (4.2)
where f and g are slow and fast subsystems respectively which are assum ed to  be continu­
ously differentiable functions of their argum ents x , z , e , t .  W hen we set e = 0, the dimension
of the s ta te  equation reduces from n  +  m  to  n  because the differential equation of (4.2) 
degenerates into the algebraic equation
0 =  g (xs, z s,0 , t )  (4.3)
where the  subscript ” s” is used to  indicate th a t the variables belong to  a  system  with e =  0.
The model (4.1) and (4.2) is in standard form  if equation (4.3) has k > 1 isolated real roots
zs -  h i ( t , x 3) , i  =  1,2, • • •, k (4.4)
Thus, a well-defined n-dim ensional reduced model will correspond to  each root of (4.3). 
Substitu ting  (4.4) in (4.1) the zth reduced model is obtained which is given by
x s — )*(xs , h f  x s , I), 0. t ), x s{ to) — x  (4.5)
T he initial condition for the s ta te  variable x s (t) is the sam e as th a t for x(t) .  The equation
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(4.5) is simplified as
x s -  f s{x s, t ) , x s(t0) -  x°  (4.6)
The velocity of z  which is z  =  y/ e  is large when e is small. Therefore it rapidly converges 
to  a root of (4.3), which is the quasi-steady-state form of (4.7). Thus, the model of (4.6) is 
called the quasi-steady-state model or slow model.
The in teraction  of slow and fast phenom ena in singularly perturbed  system s gives rise 
to  two-time-scale property. For the system under consideration, the slow response is given 
by the reduced model (4.6) and the difference between the response of the  reduced model
(4.6) and th a t of the full model (4.1), (4.2) is the fast transient.
It can be noted th a t in the above equations the variable 2 has been elim inated from the 
reduced model (4.6) and is substitu ted  by its quasi-steady-state zs. There may be a  large 
discrepancy between the initial value of zs and th a t of z. Thus, zs cannot be a  uniform 
approxim ation of z.  T he best estim ate is given by
z = zs{t) + 0 ( e )  (4.7)
which will hold in the interval excluding to, th a t  is, for t € [ti ,T]  where t\ > to■ However,
the approxim ation of x  given by x s may be uniform and the equation
x = x s{t) + 0 (e )  (4.8)
may hold on an  interval including to, th a t is for all t in the interval [ fo ^ ]-
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From the equation (4.7) it is seen th a t  in the initial or the boundary layer interval [to>U] 
the original variable z approaches zs . The variable 2 converges to  its quasi-steady-state zs 
only when certain stability conditions are satisfied. These conditions are derived in the 
following.
Although e tends to zero and z  tends to  infinity e i remains finite. Defining a  new tim e 
variable t  as
t  =  -— —, r  =  0 att = to, (4.9)
e
such th a t
£ dz_   d z
d t  d r
d r    1
d t  ~  c
Using the boundary layer correction z j  = z  — z 3  from (4.2) we obtain
^  = g ( x ° , z f (T) + z 3 (to) , 0 , t o) (4.11)
where x ° , t 0 are the fixed param eters and the initial condition is given by z° — zs(to). The 
solution of the above initial value problem  is used as a boundary  layer correction of (4.7) 
resulting in possibly uniform approxim ation of z  as
z  = z s(t) + z f ( r ) +  0(e )  .. (4.12)
Here, z a( t )  is the slow transient of z ,  and z / ( t )  is the fast transien t of z.  The equation
(4.12) converges to (4. ) only if the correction term  z / ( r )  decays as r  —* 00 to  an 0 (e )
quantity. In the slow tim e scale t  this decay is rapid since
4.10
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dzf (t) d z f ( r )  dr  1 d z f j r )
dt dr  dt e dr
The stability  properties of the boundary layer system  (4.11) are s ta ted  as the following 
assum ptions:
A s s u m p tio n  1
The equilibrium z j {t ) =  0 of (4.11) is asym ptotically  stable uniformly in x °  and to, and 
z °  — z s (to)  belongs to  its domain of a ttrac tio n , so z j ( t )  exists for r  > 0. Then
lim Z f ( r )  = 0 (4-14)
r — * o o  J v v
A s s u m p tio n  2
The eigenvalues of d g / d z ,  evaluated for e =  0 along x s( t ) , z s(t),  have real p arts  smaller 
than  a  fixed negative num ber, i.e.
R e < - c  < 0 (4.15)
a z
T hen the  following result can be sta ted  [34].
T ik h o n o v ’s th e o re m ;
If the Assum ptions 1 and 2 are satisfied, then  for all t  6 [toiT1],
x = x s(t) +  0 (e )  (4-16)
and there exists t\ > /0 such tha t all t € [ii,T ]
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s = z,(t) + z f {T) + 0 ( e )  (4.17)
The proof of Tikhonovas theorem  makes use of tw o-tim e scale asym ptotic expansions of
x ,  z  having some term s defined in t-scale and others in r-scale. For the control applications, 
in which Assum ptions 1 and 2 are satisfied, this approach is applicable.
4.2 C om p osite  C ontrol Law
For the control of the elastic spacecraft considered in this thesis, composite control m ethod 
is used. In this m ethod the original singularly pertu rbed  system  is decomposed into two
subsystems in separate tim e scales: the low-order slow subsystem  and a boundary layer
fast subsystem . Thus, it takes advantage of the singularly perturbed  nature of the  original 
problem. Controllers are designed for each lower-order subsystem  and a composite s ta te  
feedback control is obtained by combining the slow and fast control laws. In this section 
the derivation of the Com posite Control law is described.
Consider a  s tan d ard  singularly perturbed systm  given by
x  =  f ( x ,  z,  v),  x  G R n (4-18)
€z — g(x,  z , v ) ,  z  €. R m (4-19)
where v 6 R T is a control input. Although one can consider g as a  nonlinear function in
2 and v, it will be seen la ter th a t for the spacecraft model considered in this thesis g is a
linear function in z and v.  Hence one has
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g(x,  z, v)  =  (io (x ) +  A 2 (x)z  +  B 2 {x)v  (4.20)
Since the system  is assumed to  be a standard  singularly perturbed  system  for every v  6 
B v C R r, one has
0 =  Cl2 ( x s) +  A 2 ( x s)zs +  B 2 ( x s)vs (4.21)
where the subscript ”s” indicates th a t  the variables belong to  a system  with e =  0. This
equation has a unique root zs in B x y. B z x B v if A?(x)  is nonsingular.
The composite control v is given by the sum of slow control (vs ) and the fast control
( « / ) •
v =  vs +  v j  (4.22)
4.2.1 Slow problem
For the slow subproblem , the fast transien t is neglected. From (4.21), since A% 1 is assumed 
to  exist, one has
2s (za) =  - A ^ 1(a;)(a2(a:s) +  B 2 {xs)vs ) =  h ( x s , vs) (4.23)
Substitu ting (4.24) in (4.19), one obtains the reduced order slow subsystem
Xg — f ( x s , /l(xs, Us), Us) — f s { X g , vs ) (4.24)
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For the stabilization of the system (4.25), one derives a  control law of the form
vs — r s(a;3) (4.25)
We note th a t the slow control law is only a  function of slow variable x s .
The slow control vs is designed for the slow subsystem  (4.25) such th a t x s =  0 is its 
asym ptotically stable equilibrium.
4.2.2 Fast subproblem
Differentiating the boundary layer correction equation (4.11) and m ultiplying it by c one 
has
and substitu ting  equation (4.21) for ez and using (4.23) and (4.11) in (4.27) we obtain
ezf  =  ez — ezs (4.26)
ez'/ -  a2 (x)  + A 2 ( x ) z  +  B 2 (x )v  -  ezs (4.27)
Since x  is the slow variable, substitu ting  x s for x  in (4.28), one has
ez'j = a 2 ( x s) +  A 2 ( x s)[zf  +  z s] +  B 2 ( x s )(vs + v f ) -  ezs (4.28)
Neglecting the ezs term s for small e and using the equation (4.24) in (4.28) we obtain  the
fast subproblem  as
ez'j = A 2 ( x s )z f  +  B 2 ( x s ) vj (4.29)
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Noting th a t, ez'f — d z j / d r ,  one has
=  A 2 { x s ) z f  +  B 2 { x s ) vj  (4.30)
For the stabilization of the system  (4.30) one derives the control law of the form
vs = T } ( x s, z s ) (4.31)
The fast control law is designed such th a t
1. T f ( x s, h ( x s, r s( x s))) = 0
2. 2 =  h ( x s , Ts( x s)) is an asym ptotically stable equilibrium of the closed loop boundary 
layer system  of (4.30).
Using optim al control theory a linear feedback control law for stabilizing the system  
(4.29) can be derived. T he performance index for m inimization is chosen as
f 00 , i
J f  =  Jq ( z f Q ( x a)z f  +  vf R v f ) d t  (4.32)
To find the optim al solution to  the fast subproblem  the following controllability assum p­
tion is made 
A s s u m p tio n  3
For every fixed x S D , a neighborhood of x  =  0
rank[B2, A 2 B 2, • • •, A™ 1 B 2\ = m  
For each x  € D , the optim al control law is given by
(4.33)
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Tf (zf , x a) =  - R - 1( x a)B'2( xa)Pf (x a)zf  (4.34)
where Pf  is the positive definite solution of the Riccati equation
0 =  Pf A 2 +  a'2 Pj  -  K j B 2 R ~ 1 B ,2 P} +  Q (4.35)
Since the control (4.36) stabilizes the fast subsystem  one has
czs =  ( A2 -  B 2R ~ l b'2 P j ) z j  ±  A 2( x s ) z j  (4.36)
and Re^ [A 2( xs )} <  0 for every x s 6 D.
The com posite control law is obtained by substitu ting  (4.36) in (4.33) as
v ( xa, z)  =  r s(xs) -  R ~ xB'2 Ps zf  (4.37)
Since z j  — z — zs one has
v ( x s, z) =  r s(xs) -  R ~ 1b'2P j { z  -  zs ) (4.38)
In order to  synthesize the controller using the actual s ta te  variable, one substitu tes x for 
x s in (4.39) to  obtain  (4.40).
v { x , z )  =  Y s { x s ) -  R - 1 B ^ P j i z  +  A 2 \ x ) ( a 2{ x )  +  B 2{ x ) T s( x ) )  (4.39)
It can be proved th a t if Assumption 3 is satisfied then there exists e* such th a t for every 
e € (0, e*], the com posite control v  defined in (4.40) stabilizes the full system  (4.19), (4.20)
in a sphere centered at x  =  0 ,x  =  0 [33].
The next chapter describes the application of singular perturbation control derived 
this chapter to  the a ttitu d e  control of spacecraft.
C h ap ter  5
CONTROL OF ELASTIC 
SPACECRAFT BY NONLINEAR  
INVERSION AND SINGULAR  
PERTURBATION
5.1 In troduction
In this chapter, we consider ro tational m aneuver and stabilization of an elastic spacecraft(orbiter- 
beam -tip body configuration) shown in Fig.2.
The chosen ou tpu t vector consists of the pitch angle, and the first two dom inant elas­
tic modes of the beam. Based on nonlinear inversion an inverse control law is derived to  
decouple the ou tpu t from the remaining fast elastic dynam ics. Decoupling of o u tpu t re­
sponses results in a standard  singular pertu rbation  model of the spacecraft. Using singular
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perturbation theory, the spacecraft dynamics are decomposed into a low-order slow subsys­
tem , and a boundary layer fast subsystem . The decoupled a ttitu d e  angle and the dom inant 
elastic modes are the components of the slow s ta te  vector and the remaining elastic modes 
are included in the fast s ta te  vector. Based on singular pertu rbation  theory, controllers 
are designed for each lower-order subsystem . The slow controller is designed based on the 
slow subsystem , and the fast controller is derived using the  boundary layer model which 
describes the deviation of the fast elastic modes from their quasi-steady-state values. T hen 
a composite s ta te  feedback control is obtained by combining the  slow and the fast control 
laws.
In this study it is assumed th a t all the s ta te  variables are available for feedback. In the 
practical situation one can design a s ta te  estim ator for constructing  the unm easurable s ta te  
variables using the signals from the sensors such as accelerom eters, and strain  gauges, etc.
In the following sections the a ttitu d e  control of th e  elastic spacecraft is described in 
detail.
5.2 P rob lem  Form ulation
The m athem atical model of the elastic spacecraft has been presented in C hapter 2. The 
equations of motion are given by equation (2.12) as
/  \ ' ■
D n  D \2 0 0 0
= e 2 -
D 12 B 2 2  j P 9 K
p +  B 0u (5.1)
where, p — (pi,  - ■ - ,pm) € R m and the positive definite sym m etric inertia m atrix  is D  = 
(D i j ) , i , j  = 1,2. Here the m atrix  B q can be obtained by equating similar term s in (2.10)
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and (2.12), and
K = d i a g (  f i ; 2), i  —  1. • • •. m
T
g = ( ^ 0 « 2 / L)(U3i,  ■ • • .  U 3 m  )
Define H  = D ~ l , and z  =  (9 ,pT )T £ R^m+1K Then solving (2.12), gives
z  =  H 2 g92  -  H 2K p  +  H B qU (5.2)
where H  =  [ H \ , H 2\, and I i \  denotes the first column of I I .
Suppose th a t  a third order reference model
er +3A J T 4- 3Ac2 9t  +  Xc3 9* = 0 (5.3)
is given where Ac > 0 and 6 * is the determ ined value of the  pitch angle. The characteristic
polynomial of (2.14) is
(A +  Ac)3 =  0 (5.4)
Since Ac >  0, the system (2.14) is asym ptotically stable.
We are interested in deriving a control system  such th a t in the closed-loop system , 
the a ttitu d e  angle 6 {t) tracks the reference tra jecto ry  9r(t),  and the elastic oscillations are 
dam ped out.
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5.3 Inversion  and Singular P ertu rb ation
In this section, nonlinear inversion of a selected input-output m ap will be considered, and, 
for the control system  design, a singular perturbation  model of the spacecraft will be ob­
tained. To this end, a judicious choice of o u tpu t vector consisting of 6 , and first two elastic 
modes (p i , p 2) is m ade. This choice of ou tpu t variables is m otivated by the fact th a t our 
objective is to  control the a ttitu d e  angle 6 , and p \ , p 2  are the dom inant modes contributing 
to  elastic deform ation of the beam. Define the ou tpu t vector y € -ft3, by
V =  (* ,Pi ,P2)T
(5.5)
=  C z
where C =  [I, 0]. Here I and 0 denote identity and null m atrices of appropriate  dimensions.
Now we consider the inversion of the inpu t(u )-ou tpu t(y ) m ap. Following the algorithm
of inversion[16], we differentiate the o u tpu t y until the control input appears in its derivative 
first time. D ifferentiating y(t)  twice along the solution of (5.2), gives
y =  C I I 2 g02  -  C H 2K p  +  C I I B 0u (5.6)
For the spacecraft model, the 3 x 3  m atrix  C H B q is nonsingular; and thus the relative 
degree of the o u tp u t y is 2[16]. For decoupling the dynamics of y, in view of (5.6), we 
choose an inverse control law of the form
u = (C I I B Q) - l [ - C H 2 g 6 2 +  C I I 2K p  +  v] (5.7)
where v € f t3 is a new control input. T he control input v will be determ ined later. Substi­
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tu ting the control law (5.7) in (5.6), gives the  in teg ra to r decoupled subsystem
V =  V (5.8)
The closed-loop system  (5.2) and (5.8) has a  representation of the form
v — v
(5.9)
p'f — HugO 2  -  #16K p  +  HbBQu
where pj  = (p3, •.• • , p m )r  € and # i t  and I h  are the subm atrices obtained by
deleting the first 3 rows of H 2, and # ,  respectively. Substitu ting (5.7) in (5.9), gives
y =  v (5.10)
pf  = [# i6  -  BxjgO2  -  K f p j  -  KofP  +  H bB o ( C H B 0 y l v (5.11)
where p -  [pi ,p 2 ]T , B i  = H bB o ( C H B 0 )~l C H 2, and [K 0 j , K f ]  =  [Hu  ~  # i ] #  where I<0j
has first 3 columns of ( H u  — B \ ) K .
The characteristic polynomials, associated w ith (5.10) and the linearized system  obtained 
from (5.11), are given by
d e t ( I \ 2) = A6 =  0 (5.12)
d e t ( \ 2I  +  K  j )  — 0 (5.13)
where det(.) denotes the determ inant of the  m atrix  (.). For the spacecraft model K f  is 
large since Ii is large.
In view of (5.12) and (5.13), the poles of the  system  (5.10) are at the origin and the
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poles of the system  (5.11) are far away from the  origin in the complex plane. Such a wide 
separation of poles of the system (5.10) and (5.11) indicates th a t (y , y) are the slow variables 
and (p / '  P f ) are the fast variables, and a singular perturbation  model of the system  (5.10) 
and (5.11) can be naturally  obtained.
As it will be seen later th a t for the  spacecraft model, the  m atrix  K j  has extrem ely 
large diagonal elements compared to its off-diagonal elements. We choose the singular 
pertu rbation  param eter e  > 0 such th a t  e2 is close to the reciprocal of the smallest diagonal 
element of the m atrix  K f .  Such a choice has also been made in [39] related to  robotic arm  
control problem.
Define
I Q  =  €2K }  (5.14)
We also introduce a  new variable defined as z j  = P f / e 2. Then the system  (5.10) and (5.11) 
can be w ritten  as
y  —  v
(5.15)
e2z j  = NO 2  -  I ( dz j  -  K 0f p  + B 2v 
where N  =  ( H u  — B Q g ,  and B 2 =  H bB o ( C H B o ) ~ X, and K d =  e2K j .  Defining x  =  
( y T , y T ) T  £ R 6 , £  =  (£i T i & T ) T  — ( z j ,  ez ' f T ) T  e  R ( 2 m ~ 4\  a s ta te  variable representation 
of (5.15) is given by
x  =  ( y T , v t ) T
=  f ( 9 , y )  +  M  +  B v
(5.16)
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- K d  0 
0 
B 2
The system  (5.16) represents the singular pertu rbation  model of the spacecraft. In  this 
system, x,  and £ are the slow and the fast variables, respectively. Now the system (5.16) 
will be used for the  derivation of the composite control law.
5.4 C o m p o site  C ontrol Law
In this section a  com posite control law v will be derived based on the theory presented in 
Chapter 4, for ro ta tio n al m aneuver and vibration suppression of the elastic spacecraft.
Let the com posite control law be given by
V =  Vs +  Vf (5.17)
where vs and v /  are the  slow and the fast com ponents of v,  respectively.
5.4.1 Slow Control Law
Since x = ( y T , y T ) T , the slow system obtained from (5.16) is given by
y's =  vs (5.18)
where ys = {&3 , p i s,P 2 s)T • Here subscript ‘s’ indicates th a t  these variables are the  slow
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components of the respective variables.
For the linear system  (5.18), one can easily choose a  control law of the form
/  - \
eT
0
/  . • \
6 s  - 0 r
\ °  /
/  \
9 s  - O r
'2(u)n p la u n p ls (5.19)
y P2 s /  y P2 s J
for the rotational m aneuver and the stabilization of the dom inant modes pi  and p 2. Sub­
stitu ting  (5.19) in (5.18), gives the linear tracking error dynam ics of the form
Vs "b ‘2 l û)nys -f- u) nys — 0 (5.20)
where ys = y3  — yT, and the reference tra jecto ry  is yT — (0r ,O,O)1'. W ith the choice of 
C > 0,w„ > 0, the equilibrium  point (ys =  0, y3  =  0) of (5.20) is exponentially stable and 
ys (t) —*■ yr (t) as t oo. N ote th a t  this choice of yr results in the convergence of (pis,P 2 s) 
to  (0 ,0 ), as t —> oo. Now, we consider the derivation of the fast control law for the 
control of p j  following the singular pertu rbation  theory.
5.4.2 Fast Control Law
T he quasi-steady-state Q  = {f;isT , &sT )T of the fast variable £ is obtained by setting e =  0 
in (5.16). W ith e =  0, (5.16) becomes
f s  +  +  B v s — 0 (5.21)
where f s = (9s2 , y s )
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From (5.21), it follows th a t
S2s — u
N 6 S -  KdZf s  ~  K o j P ,  +  B 2vs =  0 
Solving (5.22), gives the quasi-steady-state of £ which is
6 s  =  0
6 s  =  s / s  =  K d ~ l { N 6 2s -  K 0f p s +  B 2 v s )
Thus 6  =  ( 6 s r , 6 s r )T=  (2 / s T , 0)r .




6  -  6 s 6  -  K d- l ( N 6 l  -  K oJp,  + B 2vs )
6  -  6 s 6
(5.24)
D ifferentiating £ in (5.24) and setting  the term  c6  associated w ith the derivative of slow 
variable to  zero, gives
(5.25)
=  f ( 0 ,  y)  +  +  6 ) +  B { v s +  v f )
Since 9 and y are components of th e  slow variable x,  setting 0 = 8 S and y  =  ys using (5.21) 
in (5.25), gives
e£ =  At; +  B v j (5.26)
L etting r  =  t /e ,  (5.26) gives
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^  = A i + B v f  (5.27)
(IT
The boundary layer model (5.27) represents the  fast dynamics of the spacecraft. We are 
interested in deriving a fast control vj  such th a t the  equilibrium point £ =  0 of the system  
(5.27) is exponentially stable. For the spacecraft model, the system (5.27) is controllable 
and one can derive a linear feedback control law using linear optimal control theory for the 
regulation of £(<) to  the origin. The perform ance index for minimization is chosen as
/ • o o  _
• /=  /  (£r Q£ +  VfT R v f )dt (5.28)
Jo
where Q and R  are sym m etric positive definite m atrices. Then the optim al control law is 
obtained as [41]
F  =  - R ~ 1 B t P
(5.29)
vj = f £ = F 1(Z1 - £ u )  + F2S2
where the feedback m atrix  F  = ( F i , ^ ) ,  and the  positive definite sym m etric m atrix  P is 
the unique solution of the Riccati equation
A TP  + F A - P B R ~ 1 B T P +  Q =  0 (5.30)
Now the com posite control law (5.17) for the ro tational maneuver and vibration sup­
pression is obtained by combining the slow and  the fast controllers.
For obtaining the realizable composite control, one needs to  express va and v j  as func­
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tions of actual s ta te  variables. Substituting (y . y ) for (ys , y s) in (5.19) and (5.29), gives
L's =  j)r ^^U )n y  U'n 2/
(5.31)
vf  =  F i  = F , [ 6  -  K j \ f { 9 , y )  +  B 2 vs )} +  F &  
where y = (y — yT), y =  (y — yT). Then the com posite control v = vs +  vj  is given by
v = ( I -  F 1 K j ' B 2 )(yT -  2 ( u j  -  u n 2 y) + ^ ( f i  -  V))  +  * 2 6  (5.32)
For obtaining the com plete control u,  one substitu tes (5.32) for v in the inverse control law
(5.7).
Based on a result of [34], one can show th a t the  com plete closed-loop system (5.1), (5.7) 
and (5.32) is exponentially stable for e € [0, e*], where e* > 0 is sufficiently small. The results 
presented in the next section indeed confirm th a t  the closed-loop system is exponentially 
stable and in the closed-loop system , ro tational m aneuver and vibration suppression are
accomplished. F urtherm ore, in the closed-loop system . T ikhonov’s theorem guarantees
th a t for the initial conditions of the system in the neighborhood of the slow manifold given 
by (5.23), the s ta te  vector of the full system can be approxim ated by
(2/(0> 2/(0) =  (2U t )  + 0 (e) , ys(t) +  0 (e)) 
m  =  U t )  +  i ( t / e )  +  0 (e) 
where £s( t )  is the solution of the boundary layer model (5.27).
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5.5 S im ulation  R esu lts
In this section, numerical results for the closed-loop system  are presented. For obtaining 
numerical results, five significant modes are retained in the model ('2.10), thus we have 
m  =  5. The param eters of the spacecraft are given in the appendix. The output vector 
chosen is y = (0 ,p i ,p 2) . Using these param eters, the m atrix  associated with the fast 
variable pj  =  (p3 ,p 4 ,ps) in the closed-loop system  (5.11) including the inverse controller
(5.7) is com puted to  yield
-123.43 -0.7055 -1.7521
K S = 0.1284 -527.99 1.0121
-0.1544 -0.4897 -1695.52
As predicted, the m atrix  K j  has diagonal elements of extrem ely large m agnitude compared 
to  its off-diagonal elements. Let e\ =  (123.43)-1 / 2 which is the reciprocal of the square root 
of the absolute value of the sm allest diagonal element of K j .  T hen we choose e =  0.1 «  ei 
for the purpose of controller design.
The param eters of the slow controller are chosen as =  0.7, u>n =  1.5. W ith these 
values, the eigen values of the subsystem  (5.20) are (-1.05 ±1 .07i). For the stabilization of 
the fast system  using optim al control theory, the matrices Q and R are chosen as
Q = diag 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.85 0.85 0.85
R  = diag 400.0 100.0 10.0 
The feedback m atrix  F in (5.29) is
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F
0.0 0.0027 -0.0049 -0.0 061 0.0049 -0.0057
0.0003 0.0032 -0.0071 0.0075 0.0083 -0.0088
-0.0034 0.1871 -0.3144 -0.4050 0.3098 -0.2872
and the poles of the closed-loop fast boundary layer system (5.26) and (5.29) are obtained 
by com puting the eigen values of [(-4 +  BF) /e ]  which are -2.638 ±11.107i, -1.707 ±  22.927i, 
and -1.177 ±  41 .161i. These values of the feedback param eters were selected after several 
trials by observing the simulated responses.
T he initial conditions chosen are such th a t  (#(0),p,(Q)) =  0, (0(O),pj(O)) =  O,0r (O) =  
0r (O) =  <?r (0) =  0, (i = 1, - ■ -, 5). T he chosen term inal value of 9 is 9* =  100° and yr =  
(6r ,0 ,0 ) r . The com m and trajectories for and pt i t)  are identically zero. Com mand
trajectories are generated by (5.3) by choosing Ac =  1.0. In the figures, u> denotes 6 , 
ue = 6 e{ L , t ) is the transverse deflection of the  end point of the beam , and th e  pitch angle 
tracking error is e = 6  — 6 r .
5.5.1 Rotational Maneuver : Fast Control Loop Open
T he closed-loop system  (2.10), (5.7) and (5.32) was simulated with F  =  0. Thus the fast 
control loop was not closed, i.e., we have set v j  — 0. The poles of the open loop boundary 
layer system (5.27) ( i.e. the eigen values of A / t )  are ±11.110i, ±  22.978i, and ±41.177i. 
Since the poles of (5.27) are imaginary, oscillatory responses for pj  were obtained. However, 
we observed sm ooth a ttitu d e  control and the first two elastic mode responses remained 
identically zero. Fig. 10 shows the 6  and ue responses.
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5.5.2 Rotational Maneuver and Vibration Damping
The fast control loop was closed and the complete closed-loop system (2.10), (5.7), and (5.32) 
was sim ulated. The feedback param eters and initial conditions of case 5.1 were retained. 
Selected responses are shown in F ig .11. Sm ooth control of a ttitu d e  was accomplished and 
the elastic modes converged to zero. The 0-response tim e of the order of 8 seconds was 
obtained. M aximum m agnitude of end point deflection was 1.2m.
5.5.3 Rotational Maneuver and Vibration Damping with Initial Rate
To examine the effect of nonzero initial angular velocity of the spacecraft, sim ulation was 
done assum ing th a t  0(0) =  uflO) =  —5° / s .  The rem aining param eters of case 5.2 were 
retained. Selected responses are shown in F ig .12. We observe th a t in spite of the  ini­
tial angular velocity, pitch angle was controlled to  the desired value and elastic oscillation 
was suppressed. Since the spacecraft has negative initial angular velocity, larger control 
m agnitude is required as expected.
Sim ulation was also done with 0(0) =  w(0) =  5° / s .  Sm ooth responses were obtained. 
However, in this case maximum m agnitude of the control input was found to  be (3.25E6 
Nm, 8000 Nm, 14900 N). Smaller control m agnitude is required, since spacecraft has positive 
initial angular velocity. The results are shown in Fig. 13.
5.5.4 Rotational Maneuver and Vibration Damping : Slower Command
In order to  reduce the control m agnitude, a slower com m and trajecto ry  was generated using 
Ac =  0.7 instead of Ac =  1.0 of case 5.2. T he rem aining param eters of case 5.2 were re tained 
and all the initial conditions were assumed to  be zero as in case 5.2. Selected responses
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are shown in Fig. 14. We observe sm ooth control of a ttitu d e  angle and stabilization of 
elastic modes. The response tim e of the order 10 second was obtained which is larger th an  
th a t obtained in case 5.2. However, smaller control m agnitudes were required as predicted. 
Moreover m aximum end deflection of only 0.6m was observed.
5.6 C onclusions
In this chapter, based on nonlinear inversion and singular pertu rbation  theory, a control 
system design approach for large angle ro tational m aneuvers of elastic spacecraft was pre­
sented. An inverse control law was derived to  decompose the  spacecraft dynamics in to  a 
slow subsystem  and a fast subsystem . Based on these two decomposed lower order models, 
slow and fast controllers were designed. Slow controller was designed to track any given 
reference tra jecto ry  of the pitch angle and to  regulate the  two dom inant elastic modes. 
Fast controller was designed to  regulate the rem aining elastic modes to  their quasi-steady 
s ta te . A composite controller was formed by combining the slow and fast controllers. In 
the closed-loop system composite control law accomplished sm ooth large angle ro ta tional 
maneuvers and vibration suppression.
C h ap ter  6
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis deals with the question of control of two elastic dynam ical system s. For the  first 
system (the elastic m ultibody system  developed in Phillips L aboratory , Edwards Air Force 
Base, CA) a Variable s tru c tu re  controller was designed for the  control of the desired ou tp u t. 
For the design of a ttitu d e  control system  for the second system  (flexible spacecraft), a control 
law based on nonlinear inversion and for the control of the pitch angle. Simulation results 
show th a t the designed control system  accomplishes the tra jec to ry  tracking and vibration 
suppression in both cases.
The Variable S tructure controller designed for the m ultibody system  is robust and pre­
cise tra jecto ry  tracking and vibration suppression are accom plished in spite of the payload 
uncertainty. The controller is found to  to lerate a higher payload uncertain ty  of 150% and 
lower payload uncertainty of 50% for the param eterization OV\  and a higher payload un­
certainty of 125% and lower payload uncertain ty  of 25% for the param eterization 0 \ 2 . The 
Variable S tructure law is discontinuous and causes the excitation  of elastic modes of the 
links. The stabilizer design in this case is complicated.
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Singular perturbation  is a new technique in control system s design. It modifies the 
original ill-conditioned problem to a well-conditioned one by decomposing it into slow sub­
problem and a fast subproblem, thus simplifying the design. We have not considered the 
payload uncertain ty  in this case.
T he approach developed in this thesis for the control of the single-axis m aneuver of 
flexible spacecraft can be extended to  three-axis ro tational m aneuver. The study related to 
the robustness of the controller for the a ttitu d e  control of the spacecraft needs to  be done. 
Also the questions related to spillover, s ta te  estim ation, sensor and ac tu a to r dynam ics and 
sensor noise are quite im portan t. This is left as a  future work.
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A PPEN D IX  1 PA RA M ETER VALUES FO R  TW O  LINK ELASTIC ARM
Listed below are the param eter values for the two-link elastic robotic arm  for which the 
digital sim ulations were carried out :
Mass of each Link ■ .58 kg
Stiffness of each link — 466.9 N m 2
Length of each link - 1.0 m
Joint mass a t Joint 2 = .0012 kg
Nominal payload =  .325 kg
Inertia  of payload =  5.241 k g m 2
Inertia  of mass at Jo int 1 =  0.00217 k g m 2
Inertia  of mass at Jo int 2 = 0.01934 k g m 2
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A PPEN D IX  2 PA R A M ETER  VALUES FO R  ELASTIC SPA CECRAFT 
Following are the param eters of the elastic spacecraft:
System Parameters
m o , m t =  (98739.5, 875.32) - Spacecraft, tip body m ass(kg)
=  (9769869.5, 1400.512) - Spacecraft and tip body mom ent of inertia abou t their 
mass centers perpendicular to  plane of m otion (kg - m 2)
a =  (o !,a2 )= (2 , 0.1) - Vector from spacecraft m ass center to  beam attachm ent point (m) 
d = 2 - D istance of tip  body mass center from the a ttachm en t point of tip body w ith beam  (m) 
p =  21.883 - m ass per unit length of beam (kg /m )
El =  353520 - Bending rigidity ( N  -  m 2)
m \  = pL  +  m t , m  = m 0  + m i , p o  — mo/m,p , i  = m \ / m
bi = { (pL2/ 2) +  m t(L  +  d ) } / m i ,  L =  20.0m
a°o =  ' “l4° +  (m /pL)pc)fi\  +  ^ r 1) -  j j ^ P i b 2
ant =  +  u4k -  ni*pL (fc =  1 ,2 ,.- .)
bo\= 1 / ( p L 3)
bo3 -  (motJ- + 1 + £ -  P i ^ t ) / p L 2
bi2  = u u / p L 3 ,b i 3  = {u 2 i / p L 3} -  {u z i / m L }
Modal Parameters  
( « n ,  • • •, u 15)=(0.9087, -4 .835 ,6 .0703, -4 .966,3.5599)
(« 2 i, ' ' ' ,  U2s)=(0.676, -0 .1266 , -0 .0027,0.0552, -0 .0608)
(«3i, • • • ,u 3s)= (1 .5 6 9 1 ,0.5224,0.298,0.2204,0.1707)
(«4 i, • • •, «4s)=( 1-654,0.14854,0.05058,0.02590,0.015)
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Frequencies
( f i l5 • • •. n 5)= (0 .323 .  3 .805 .11 .10 .22 .9S7.41.162) 
Elastic deflection
•5
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